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The element of Carbon is found in Nature in 
three different forms: Diamond - Graphite - 
Buckminsterfullerene
Each of its form has its own field of use.
As the Carbon diamonds are used for jewelry, 
the fiber is used for aircrafts, sports equipment, 
automotive industry and for the Nikles Carbon Range.
The fiber is composed of atoms which are bonding 
together. They form a honeycomb-like pattern, which 
makes the material very strong, light and durable.

What is Carbon?

Why Carbon?
During a stroll in the city of Basel, Switzerland, our 
president Mr. Gerhard Nikles remarked the variety of 
the Carbon Fiber.
The jewelry in all the different shopping-windows, 
the cars and passing bicycles. All of them use the 
material in a different way for different purposes.
That’s when the idea hit him. “Why not use the 
Carbon fiber material for our showers?!”

Even before he was at home all his team has 
been informed about his idea. The research and 
development of a Nikles Carbon range has begun.

The life of Carbon Sustainability
Against the common consideration Carbon can and 
is recycled, more specifically down-cycled.
The fiber will be heated and the material is sorted 
in its different components. It will be re-used as 
woven carbon filaments which is mainly used for 
automotive parts or as Carbon resin. The resin is mixed 
with different materials, e.g. glass fiber, and can be 
injected in molds for basic commodities.
The life line in the usage field could be described 
as superior (e.g. aerospace), sophisticated (e.g. 
automobile), moderate (e.g. sporting goods) and 
at the end for basic applications (e.g. consumer 
electronics).
The way of recycling Carbon is in a constant 
development, as this material is getting more 
important in the daily life for all of us.
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FAUCETS

ACCESSORIES

SHOWERS
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BRUSHED
NICKEL

POLISHED 
NICKEL

BRUSHED 
GOLD

POLISHED 
GOLD

ROSE 
PVD

MATT
BLACK

BLACK
PVD
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SHOWER KIT

SHOWER HEADS

SKY 5

SKY 250 Round

SKY 120 Duo Silk

SKY 120 Uno Pressure Control Valve

PRESSURE CONTROL VALVE 300 Round

AVANTI 250 Round

AVANTI 115 Duo Silk

PRESSURE CONTROL VALVE 300 Square

AVANTI 250 Square

AVANTI 115 Duo Massage
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SHOWER KIT SKY SHOWER HEADS SKY

SHOWER HEADS PRESSURE CONTROL VALVE

SHOWER HEADS AVANTI
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HAND SHOWERS

SKY 120 Duo Silk

SKY 120 Uno Pressure Control Valve

SKY 105 Duo Silk

SKY 105 Uno Pressure Control Valve

SKY 95 Duo SIlk

AVANTI 110 Duo

AVANTI 95 Duo

AVANTI 110 Uno

AVANTI 95 Uno

FRESH 95 Duo Silk

AVANTI 75 Duo

FRESH 95 Uno
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HAND SHOWERS SKY

HAND SHOWERS AVANTI

HAND SHOWERS FRESH
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PRESSURE CONTROL VALVE

DROPLESS SYSTEM

SILK SPRAY
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NIKLES Pressure control valve
Nikles Pressure Control Valve prevent critical damages when nozzles are clogged

Nikles Pressure Control Valve Technology protects your shower head from critical product 
failure. Water quality varies locally and often causes clogging of the nozzles due to poor 
water quality. This causes to an increase of pressure inside of the shower body and can 
cause critical damages and leakages. 

HIGHLIGHTS
Improved safety installation in hard water situations
Prevents critical product damages
Safe release of high pressure

PRESSURE 
CONTROL VALVE

VIDEO

The Nikles Pressure Control Valve Technology safely releases water pressure 
through a central valve and after a thoroughly cleaning of the shower nozzles 
the shower works normally.
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NIKLES DROPLESS SYStEM

WATER ON WATER OFF

AIR

The patented Nikles technology “Dropless” drains the remaining water completey from the shower head within 60 
seconds.

After shutting off the water, the remaining water completely drains from the 
Dropless shower head. This enables the system to avoid bacteria build up within 
the shower head. The quick removal of all remaining water reduces the possibility 
of limescale buildup inside the shower head and nozzles. 

HIGHLIGHTS
Releases residual water after each use
Diminishes deposits build-up
Eliminates bacterial contamination

These highlights allow us to contribute to a healthier world.

DROPLESS VIDEO
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NIKLES SILK SPRAY
The patented Nikles Silk spray is a rejuvenating shower spray with an amazing soft feeling on the skin.

Imagine a spray as soft as silk caressing your skin. With the sensation of a light summer 
rain, the new NIKLES SILK shower allows you to feel relaxed and rejuvenated.
Avoiding limescale buildup in the shower head keeps the system working at maximum 
efficiency.

HIGHLIGHTS
Extra-large nozzles
Diminishes deposits build-up
Eliminates bacterial contamination

These highlights allow us to contribute to a healthier world.

SILK SPRAY VIDEO
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